
Because of the current estate tax exemption amount 
($11.7 million in 2021), many estates no longer 

need to be concerned with federal estate tax. Years ago, 
a much smaller exemption amount put more pressure  
on estate plans to avoid it. Now that many estates 
won’t be subject to estate tax, you can devote more 
energy to other aspects of estate planning.

USE THE EXCLUSION
Among the benefits of using the gift tax annual  
exclusion to make transfers during your life is to save 
estate tax. This is because both the transferred assets 
and any post-transfer appreciation generated by those 
assets are removed from a donor’s estate. 

As mentioned, estate tax savings may not be an issue 
because of the large estate exemption amount. Further, 
making an annual exclusion transfer of appreciated 
property carries a potential income tax cost because 
the recipient receives the donor’s basis upon transfer. 
Thus, the recipient could face income tax, in the form 
of capital gains tax, on the sale of the gifted property in 
the future. If there’s no concern that an estate will be 
subject to estate tax, even if the gifted property grows 
in value, then the decision to make a gift should be 
based on other factors. 

For example, gifts may be made to help a relative buy 
a home or start a business. But a donor shouldn’t gift 
appreciated property because of the capital gain that 
could be realized on a future sale by the recipient. 
If the appreciated property is held until the donor’s 
death, under current law, the heir will get a step-up 
in basis that will wipe out the capital gains tax on any 

pre-death appreciation in the property’s value. (Note: 
The Biden administration has proposed ending this tax 
break, with some exceptions.) 

LOOK TO SPOUSAL ACCOUNTS
In the past, spouses often undertook complicated  
strategies to equalize their estates so that each could 
take advantage of the estate tax exemption amount. 
Generally, a two-trust plan was established to minimize  
estate tax. “Portability,” or the ability to apply the  
decedent’s unused exclusion amount to the surviving  
spouse’s transfers during life and at death, became 
effective for estates of decedents dying after 2010.
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